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Abstract—One of the most important problems of modern cryptocurrency networks is the problem of scaling: advanced cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin can handle around 5 transactions per second. One of the most promising solutions to this problem are second layer payment protocols: payment networks implemented on top of base cryptocurrency network layer, based on the idea of delaying publication of intermediate transactions and using base network only as a finalization layer. Such networks consist of entities that interact with the cryptocurrency system via a payment channel protocol, and can send, receive and forward payments. This paper describes a formal actor-based model of payment channel network and uses it to formulate a modified payment protocol that can be executed in the network without requiring any information about its topology and thus can hide information about financial relations between nodes.

Index Terms—Bitcoin, cryptocurrency, networks, second layer protocols, micropayments, payment channels, privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cryptocurrency networks have been around for almost 10 years and are quickly becoming an integral part of modern technological stack. Bitcoin, being one of the most advanced cryptocurrency systems, has the highest adoption level, usability characteristics and a large infrastructure, namely multiple implementations of “light” clients (i.e. “wallets”) for different mobile operating systems, payment processors, exchanges etc. Further adoption of the Bitcoin technology is blocked by a number of problems, the most important of which are network throughput and transaction privacy.

A. Network Throughput

Network throughput is one of the most important unsolved problems in all modern cryptocurrency systems. Since all Bitcoin-derived networks achieve their immutability by storing complete history of transactions in a hash-chain of Merkle trees [1], their throughput $T$, measured by transactions per second, is bound by network parameters

$$T = \frac{S_b}{S_{tx}P_b},$$

where

- $S_b$ – block size, bytes,
- $S_{tx}$ – transaction size, bytes,
- $P_b$ – period between blocks, seconds.

Using this equation with Bitcoin network parameters $S_b \approx 1 \text{Mb}$, $S_{tx} \approx 600 \text{B}$, and $P_b \approx 600$ s, it’s throughput can be approximately calculated as

$$T \approx \frac{10^6 \text{B}}{600 \text{B} \cdot 600 \text{s}} \approx 2.7 \text{TPS},$$

which is extremely low compared to Visa’s average 1700 TPS. In order to compete with such centralized payment systems, Bitcoin will have to increase its throughput by more than 600 times.

As will be shown in the next subsection, such scale cannot be achieved on the base network level without undermining some of the core properties of Bitcoin system.

B. Existing Solutions

This subsection describes existing scaling solutions in terms of their numeric efficiency and discusses their disadvantages in terms of undesired consequences.

During the last few years, the following solutions were proposed:

1. **Transaction size optimization.** Transaction size optimization is an obvious solution that gradually changes internal structure of transaction data to replace or remove redundant fields. One of the most important such optimizations is an
introduction of Segregated Witness protocol update, or SegWit [2], which allows to exclude large portion of transaction, namely its signature, from block data and store it in an external structure for accessing on demand. This also lays a groundwork for moving other data to external structures, for example transaction verification scripts, as described in MAST proposal [3]. Despite being very important for the network in general, this solution is sub-linear since its scaling effect has a lower bound (that of minimal amount of data required for a transaction to describe a transfer of funds within the system), and thus can hardly be used even to double the network throughput.

2. **Block size increase.** Increasing block size is another scaling solution that allows for more transactions to fit in the block. This solution is linear, since increasing the block size by a factor \( N \) increases the network throughput by the same factor. The main disadvantage is that the same factor applies to the speed at which global transaction database grows in size, and since this solution is linear, the factor will have to grow alongside the demand, gradually excluding network nodes that do not have enough storage to keep up and eventually leading to centralization of the network on a few most resource-rich nodes which will immediately start to play the role of “central banks”, controlling and changing the rules of the system, thus undermining one of the most important properties of Bitcoin network.

3. **Block period decrease.** Decreasing block period is yet another linear scaling solution that is very similar in effect to block size increase, i.e. it has all the same problems of increased load on rule-verifying nodes in the network and eventual centralization as a consequence, but it also decreases the stability of the network consensus layer, since block propagation takes time and shorter periods between blocks lead to frequent reorganization of the block chain, which is a dangerous attack vector for the network.

4. **Second layer protocols.** The most promising solution to the scaling problem is a so-called “second-layer” payment protocol, which uses “first-layer” cryptocurrency protocol for settlement only, while processing transactions in a different way. Core property of a second-layer protocol solution is that it is super-linear, i.e. single first-layer transaction can be used to settle any amount \( N \) of second-layer transactions, where \( N \) does not have any upper bounds other than reasonable time spans. The only changes to first-layer protocol are various optional locking mechanisms which do not affect regular first-layer transactions in any way and the security of such a protocol is based on the security of the first-layer protocol and the stability of the locking schemes. The most important disadvantage of such protocol is the need for user to store intermediate, second-layer transactions, which imposes the requirement for intermediate data to be “non-toxic” in cryptographic sense, i.e. do not contain any information about the cryptographic secrets used.

II. RELATED WORK

Few payment channel network models have been described in multiple publications on the topic: original Lightning Network publication [4] discusses implementation details in the Bitcoin context, Bolt anonymous payment channel proposal [5] and Eltoo simplified payment channel construction [6] provide formal specification of payment channel protocol, but none of them consider the network cross-channel protocols.

Lightning Network paper [4] describes source routing as the main routing scheme for the network. Source routing [7] is one of the optional routing schemes used in TCP/IP protocol suite and relies on sender explicitly specifying the addresses of the routers for every hop on the packet’s intended path through the network. Source routing used in Lightning Network is extended with Sphinx [8] onion wrapping mechanism as described in [9].

Routing is an open problem in Lightning Network research, since every hop on the payment path represents a financial relation between two network entities and it is undesirable to expose any such information for financial system to be secure.

The routing protocol we propose in this paper eliminates the need to announce existing channels between entities by replacing the source routing mechanism with table-based routing mechanism [10] similar to the one used in TCP/IP by default, except the routing tables are one-time use only and constructed dynamically for every transaction that happens on the network. The PDF document should be sent as an open file, i.e. without any data protection.

III. PAYMENT NETWORK MODEL

We propose an actor-based model, which describes classes of network entities as well as their abilities in compromising security of other entities. This model provides a common terminological base and is useful both for design and analysis of the payment channel networks.

Payment channel network is a graph \((\mathcal{N}, \mathcal{C})\), where \(\mathcal{N}\) is a set of entities interacting with a base cryptocurrency network, and \(\mathcal{C}\) is a set of payment channels.

For each transaction executed within the payment channel network we assign particular roles to nodes in the network graph, namely, we call a path in graph a payment path, starting node of a payment path – a sender, ending node of a payment path – a receiver, nodes on the path – intermediaries and nodes outside the path – eavesdroppers. We call network graph with roles assigned actor graph and use this notion for some of the
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security arguments. We describe network actors in details in subsection III.C.

There are two sets of distributed algorithms defined in the context of network graph model. The first set of algorithms represents the interactions between nodes directly connected by the payment channel edge and is described in subsection III.A. We call this set of algorithms payment channel protocol. The second set of algorithms represents the interactions between the nodes on the particular payment path. We call this set of algorithms payment protocol, since all the payments within the network are executed using this protocol even if more direct payment channel protocol would suffice. We describe payment protocol in details in subsection III.B.

Finally, we call the collective metadata about Payer-Payee relations and financial flows within the network payment topology, since this information can be derived from network topology viewed in the context of node/edge semantics.

A. Payment Channel Protocol

Payment channel protocol consists of three distributed algorithms, that are executed between two nodes in a network graph and involve interacting with cryptocurrency network, as well as with each other:

1. SETUP – initialization algorithm, which locks funds \(a_0\) and \(b_0\) from entities A and B on both sides of the channels respectively and creates a joint account which forms a channel state

\[ S_0 = (a_0, b_0), \]

which on high level can be described as a pair of positive numbers that represent the amounts belonging to each entity within this particular channel.

2. UPDATE – main component of the payment channel protocol, that is executed every time entity on either side of the channel wants to transact. The basic idea behind this algorithm is to update state of the channel

\[ S_i = (a_i, b_i), \]

to

\[ S_{i+1} = (a_i + d, b_i - d). \]

representing a transaction of the amount \(d\) from A to B or from B to A, depending on the sign of \(d\), in such a way that state \(S_i\) can no longer be successfully used to perform CLOSE.

3. CLOSE – finalization algorithm that takes a current state \(S_i = (a_i, b_i)\) and results in a transaction that sends the amounts \(a_i\) and \(b_i\) to entities A and B respectively, thus spending the funds locked during SETUP phase and terminating the channel contract.

B. Payment Protocol

Payment protocol consists of three distributed algorithms executed between peers, which are assumed to be connected with channels within the network, in order to create and propagate payments along the constructed payment paths:

1. REQUEST – initialization algorithm executed by the receiver of the payment that creates a payment identification structure, which can be passed to the sender to initiate a payment; the result of the algorithm is a request structure

\[ r = (D_R, P_R), \]

where

\(D_R\) – destination of the payment,
\(P_R\) – public protocol-specific value, of which the latter is used by all members of during forwarding;

2. SEND – initialization algorithm executed by the sender of the payment after payment request structure has been received in order to finalize the request and initiate the forwarding phase; the algorithm takes a request structure \(r = (D_R, P_R)\) as an input, constructs a payment path

\[ P = (l_0, l_1, ..., l_n), \]

and starts a forwarding process using a public part of the request structure \(P_R\) as a forwarding identifier;

3. FORWARD – main algorithm executed by each intermediary on the channel path during propagation of the payment that allows entities to transfer funds from one of their channels to another.

C. Network Actors

We distinguish four main classes of network entities relative to a process of propagating a single payment:

1. Receiver \(R\) – entity at the end of the payment path that requests a payment by executing a REQUEST network protocol and expects to receive funds from Sender for that request;

2. Sender \(S\) – entity at the start of the payment path that constructs a payment path and initiates a transaction by forwarding the payment to the first intermediary \(J_0\);

3. Intermediary \(J_i\) – entity on the payment path that performs a FORWARD network protocol thus transferring funds across channels from intermediary \(J_{i-1}\) to intermediary \(J_{i+1}\);

4. Extern \(E_i\) – entity outside of payment path that can monitor public network state as well as visible network traffic.
The figure 1 shows an actor graph representation of a small network: here \( S \) and \( R \) represent Sender and Receiver, while \( E_i \) and \( J_i – Externs \) and Intermediaries respectively.

![Network actor graph](image1)

**IV. BLIND PAYMENT PROTOCOL**

The payment protocol model described in subsection III.B assumes that every node in the network knows its topology: this information is essential for the execution of the SEND algorithm of the payment protocol. While various approaches can be implemented for hiding the payment details [5][9], the network topology data remains accessible by all actors in the network and can be easily used for extraction of information like which entity is in direct economic relation with which (based on existence of payment channel) etc.

We presume that hiding payment topology is necessary in order to achieve payment security and confidentiality and can be directly implemented by hiding network topology. In this section we propose a payment protocol in the context of hidden network graph information. For each node on the payment path this protocol requires no knowledge of network topology other than its direct neighbors within the network graph. In order to do this, we first describe the hidden graph network model, using the terminology introduced in section III.

We call this protocol blind payment protocol due to the fact that neither Sender, nor any of the Intermediaries knows about the exact set of nodes on the payment path.

**A. Hidden Graph Network Model**

We call hidden graph network a network the topology of which is hidden from all of its members, i.e. connections are established either by some external medium or by using hiding peer-discovery protocol similar to that of limited directory querying, implemented in Tor network [11]. Every node in the network graph knows only about its direct peers and is assumed to keep this information private.

Considering a hidden graph payment network, it is apparent that every entity on the payment path knows only its direct predecessor and successor: since it doesn’t know if either of those are Sender or Receiver respectively, or just Intermediaries, no further information can be inferred.

Figure 2 demonstrates hidden graph network as seen by node \( E_1 \). Every node in the network knows only about its direct peers, so from its point of view, besides these peers and a potential receiver it knows about, there can be any number of other nodes as well as arbitrary connections between them.

Our payment protocol adapts the protocol described in section III to the hidden graph network in order to achieve payment topology hiding.

![Hidden graph network](image2)

**B. Payment Protocol with Blind Path Lookup**

Modified payment protocol is defined as a set of algorithms that wrap algorithms of the underlying protocol. We move lookup component of the original SEND algorithm into a separate LOOKUP algorithm, since it no longer can be executed by the Sender alone and requires interaction of all the nodes on the payment path.

This LOOKUP algorithms performs two important functions:

1. Collect information required for construction of the routing header of the payment packet (generated cryptographic material).
2. Construct temporary lookup table entries for all the nodes on the ephemeral path – every node on the path extends its routing table with the information on where to send a packet if it comes from the sender of given lookup query.

Protocol algorithms are adapted from an existing protocol and described below:

1. REQUEST (figure 3) – non-interactive algorithm executed by Receiver to construct a data packet that allows for payment to be correctly forwarded to it:
   a) Receiver generates a random secret \( S_R \), compute lookup token
      \[
      T_R = H(S_R),
      \]
      where \( H \) is a secure hash function.
   b) Receiver executes underlying payment protocol’s REQUEST algorithm computing the regular request packet \( R \).
   c) Receiver provides the extended request packet \( (R, T_R) \) to the Sender. The values \( S_R \) and \( T_R \) must be stored until the payment for this request is received.
2. **LOOKUP** (figures 4 – 5) – interactive algorithm initiated by Sender to determine which of its peers can forward the payment to the destination:

a) *Sender* broadcasts a path lookup message containing the lookup token \( T_R \) to all of its peers \( P_I \). Since it is reasonable to assume that if there exists a path at all, it is within some predefined radius \( N \), standard peer-to-peer lookup techniques can be used, like giving a message an alive counter, initialized to \( N \), which is decremented on each step in order to prevent message flooding.

b) Every node within the lookup radius \( N \) decrements the lookup query liveness counter and forwards the message to its peers.

c) The lookup succeeds when one of the peers of the given *Intermediary* can provide a value \( S \) such that \( H(S) = T_R \), in which case the value \( S \) is reported back to the origin of lookup message as an indicator of successful search.

d) Each *Intermediary* must store a reverse mapping \( M: P \rightarrow P \) of which one of its peers provided the correct \( S \) for lookup message from which peer. During the reporting, every node extends its temporary routing table with record, that maps given lookup request to the neighbor that reported result.

3. **SEND** (figure 6) – interactive algorithm executed by *Sender* in order to construct a virtual payment path and initiate forwarding the payment:

a) *Sender* executes **LOOKUP** algorithm to verify the existence of the path between it and the *Receiver* and ensure required mappings are created along the path.

b) When the *Sender* receives \( S_R \) such that \( H(S_R) = T_R \), from its peer \( P_K \), it initiates the underlying payment protocol’s **SEND** algorithm with that peer.

4. **FORWARD** (figure 6) – interactive algorithm executed by every *Intermediary* to forward the payment:

a) *Intermediary* receives a forwarded payment from peer \( P_I \).

b) *Intermediary* applies mapping \( M \) to it, obtaining next peer \( P_K = M(P_I) \).

c) *Intermediary* executes underlying payment protocol’s **FORWARD** algorithm with it.

As can be seen from protocol description above, it can be easily implemented on top of existing payment network protocol by modifying the established structure of the payment request and introducing **LOOKUP** algorithm as part of the protocol.

In order to formulate payment topology hiding property, we define lookup function \( L: N \times N \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \) as follows:

\[
L(n_i, n_j) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if there exists a path from } n_i \text{ to } n_j \\
0, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

We claim that it is impossible to restore the graph structure given the proper subset of nodes in the graph \( G' \subseteq G \) and a set of outputs \( \{L(n_i, n_j); n_i, n_j \in G'\} \): since not all nodes are known, there is no way to tell whether the existing path between nodes \( n_i \) and \( n_j \) is direct or through some intermediary \( n_k \notin G' \). If this claim holds, it means that within the hidden graph network model, network topology and hence directly related to it payment topology is undiscoverable.

V. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

One of the existing implementations of Lightning Network protocol suite, LND [12], provides a high-quality modular GoLang code base that facilitates experimentation and extension of the protocol. Among the
features this particular implementation offers is a support for private channels, i.e. channels that are not advertised on the network and are not included in the network graph view available on all nodes. Private channels are used for direct payments and at node’s own discretion during forwarding in order to balance the load if necessary.

We were able to use existing software to build a prototype network node software implementing proposed mechanism on top of private channels in order to test it and verify that all other protocol components continue to work with the new routing scheme in place. Required software changes are localized to packet structure, which is versioned and can be safely changed provided a different version number is used, and routing module itself.

Experiments with existing software show that Lightning Network protocol suite can operate in the payment channel network consisting entirely of private, unannounced channels using a proposed payment protocol with blind routing mechanism. Consequently, proposed protocol can be implemented as an opt-in extension for the existing network node software and doesn’t require significant changes to the existing network structure, the only requirement being that enough nodes support this protocol, creating a sufficiently large network within the existing network.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we described a graph-based model of payment channel network and introduced a hidden-graph model claiming that hiding payment topology (payer-payee relations, channel capacities etc.) is necessary for a secure payment network. Using this model, we proposed a payment protocol that hides payment topology by assuming the context of hidden graph network model.

Described network model provides a common terminology base which can be used to reason about network protocols in terms of graph-theoretic properties and entity interactions.

Proposed blind payment approach has several advantages, most important of which is hiding the payment topology. Proposed path lookup algorithm works in the hidden graph network model by dynamically constructing an inaccessible for the Sender virtual payment path and storing it fragmented on multiple nodes. Another advantage of such approach is the resilience to network changes: dynamically constructed network view does not rely on cached network state data and is consistent within reasonable expectations.

Introducing data flow hiding to the payment protocol requires some trade-offs. Most importantly, all entities within lookup liveness range learn the identifier of the potential Receiver of the payment. Another disadvantage is that dynamic peer-to-peer lookup is inherently slower than lookup in a static locally available routing table. This, on the other hand, is an advantage if our primary concern is payment metadata privacy. Finally, in order to achieve hiding of connections between nodes, constructed path must be stored in a fragment-per-Intermediary way, which imposes more state management on members of the network.

It is possible to implement proposed protocol as an extension of existing network node software and use it as an optional feature if enough supporting nodes are available without disrupting active network operation.
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